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Welcome to the July edition of Manashni.
Although we’re in the throes of an Aussie winter, I hope
the events, functions and sporting activities held in the
first half of the year have got you warmed up and you’re
excited about all that’s planned for the rest of the year.
This is the first issue of Manashni since the new
committee was formed earlier this year. The talented
team has worked hard to carry on the tradition of
holding functions at the Darbe-Meher, made great
strides in upgrading facilities, providing updates and
ensuring you get the most value for the membership.
While on the subject, we’re at the start of a new
financial year and it’s time to renew your annual
membership. Details of membership fees have been
included for your convenience.
I would like to acknowledge the work done by the
previous committee, who had the unenviable task of
steering the AZAwhile the world was in the grip of a
pandemic. Hopefully the worst is behind us, opening the
way to events, functions and other activities being held
without interruption for all members to enjoy. Thanks
are also due to the departing trustees for their
contributions and welcome to our new trustees who
have stepped up to take on this challenging and
responsible position.
It is heartening to know that Zoroastrians from all walks
of life continue to excel and contribute to society all
over the world. Farzana Khambatta from Perth,
Chairperson of Wise Professional Network, has been
selected as a top-10 finalist in the Women in Hydrogen

50: "Rising Stars" Category for
the Hydrogen Economist. I
hope you enjoy reading the
exclusive interview with
Farzana and take pride in her
achievement.
For the first time, the Australian
Zoroastrian Association was
invited to celebrate Nowrouz at
the Powerhouse and you can
find out more in a brief article
that has been included.
The carrom tournament held at
a new venue with tournament quality boards saw
members of all ages enjoy a day of competition and fun.
Congratulations to the winners and thank you to the
volunteers for organising the event. There are more
sporting events to follow soon. Make sure you check
your email in-box for announcements from the
committee.
The Kidz Corner has been a regular feature for several
years and needs fresh content. I would like to know
what you would like to see more of. I also encourage
Sunday School students to contribute articles on what
you are learning and how this will help you in your life.
I hope you enjoy reading the Manashni and look
forward to receiving your feedback and contributions.
Farhad Khurshed
Manashni Editor

From the Editor

Committee’s Report
Dear Community,
It’s a great privilege to be writing our first ever
committee’s report for the Manashni, a publication that
many on the committee remember even as kids, when it
used to turn up in the post! The amount of work that
goes into such a publication is significant, and we are
very lucky to have volunteers that put so much work
into it.
Volunteers are in fact what keeps our community going
and, in our few months as your Management
Committee, the one thing that has been made very clear
to us is how many diligent volunteers we have who give
up their own time to make the AZA a community that
thrives. The Sunday School, Seniors/MAGS, Working
Bee, Archives team, Innovation team and other sub-
committees, as well as numerous volunteers who help
these sub-committees – it is a remarkable thing to see

and deserves acknowledgement. We thank them all and
truly appreciate all their work.
We have also been blown away by the support, the kind
messages, the encouragement and the help that so many
in the community have given us. We keep getting asked
“is it hard? Are you regretting your decision to be the
MC”? Our answer is a resounding NO. There are
challenges, sure – but challenges are what makes it
interesting, and drives us to put our energy and our
passion into making AZA a place that we all can call
home, especially for community members who have
stayed away from the AZA for various reasons. We have
made friends, we have delivered on a number of great
outcomes (I might be biased) and we have put in place a
number of plans for further community outcomes to be
delivered over the rest of our term.
We’ve listed some of our outcomes and projects below.
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We’d love to speak to interested people more about any
of these, so please don’t hesitate in reaching out!
Community
• We had a very successful Ghambar and Jashan. The

food was excellent, the weather was reasonable and
the community spirit was shining through.

• We held our first ever joint WZCCA and AZA
Networking and Wine night. Whilst the
presentations and Q&A sessions were excellent,
what was really great to see was the engagement by
the audience – and we are pleased to note some
mentoring connections have already been made. A
massive thank you to Julian from Search Party
Property for sponsoring the night and to Jimmy
Medhora fromWorld Zarathushti Chambers of
Commerce for sponsoring 6 students to this event.
The feedback received will now enable us to plan
future events that are more relevant to the needs of
our community.

• Our community now has access to free WiFi when
at the Darbe Meher. WiFi details are available on
posters within and outside the building. This
involved the installation of NBN as well as 3 WiFi
mesh routers giving maximum coverage to the
building as well as the pergola and garden areas. A
big thank you to Aussie Broadband for providing us
with a Not-For-Profit discount.

• We are working through the process of making
access to the AZA easier and safer – with the
introduction of smart locks and security cameras.

• We are looking at opening the Darbe Meher on
auspicious days to our members. We are seeking
interest from the community for volunteers who can
help run these days and manage access on the day.
Please reach out to us if you can help

• A carrom tournament as well as several other
sporting events are in the works

• In very exciting news, many of you would have
seen our new playground! There is more to do –
mulch, some extra equipment as well as a sail
shade. More on this soon!

• We have disconnected the old Telstra landline
(saving us around $50/month) and will shortly be
replaced with a VoIP phone, costing $0/month.

• We have engaged with a security alarm expert to re-
commission the ability for the alarm to call and
notify certain members when it is triggered, as well
as remote arming, disarming and temporary codes
used by members who hire the AZA. This means
that dedicated members of our community do not
have to rush to the Darbe Meher whenever the
alarm goes off.

Governance
• We have formed a number of sub-committees – the

Innovation and Archive sub-committees are in full
swing and have had multiple meetings and provided

their minutes.
The Working Bee, Sunday School and MAGS/
Seniors groups continue to perform their excellent
volunteer services for our community and have also
submitted their working documents and minutes.
Our next step is to form a risk sub-committee.

• Rather than relying on Excel spreadsheets, we are
taking the excellent work of previous committees as
well as the team that built the website and looking
to automate membership management and renewals.

• We have started to use our website for event
payments and donations – this has made
reconciliation and management of these events
much easier.

• We have implemented Xero (accounting software)
and are working with the Commonwealth Bank to
integrate our bank accounts into Xero. This will
make our finances much more transparent, easier to
manage and easier to audit. We will share more on
our finances with the community soon.

• We are working to build budgets for the operation
of the AZA including the sub-committees. In
addition to the monthly contribution that is made to
the MAGS/Seniors sub-committee, we have now
put in place funding for our Sunday School team
who do amazing work and have contributed out of
their own pockets for far too long.

• We have received a proposal from a financial
advisor who has a strong focus on philanthropy. The
plan is focused on relatively safe investments.
Again, in our ongoing spirit of transparency, we will
share more with our community as we make
decisions.

• We have set up a Bunnings Powerpass, allowing us
to access trade rates for working bee and other
purchases, as well as the ability to purchase on
credit terms instead of personal claims by our
volunteers.

• We have reviewed our insurance cover and
increased it to cover the increased value of the
property as well as the increased membership
numbers, and ensured that it covers our sub-
committees and delegated volunteers.

• We will build a risk and incident register as part of
our risk committee mandate.

• We have had a qualified electrician review the main
and sub-boards and rectify several significant safety
and legal compliance issues.

Printed copies of Manashni
Currently, we are incurring expenses for professionally
printing and posting Manashni to various members of
our community. From the next edition onwards, in the
spirit of being environmentally friendly and reducing
administrative burdens and costs, we will be limiting
printed copies only to those who do not have access to
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emails. If you have a real need for a printed copy, please
reach out to the committee and we can evaluate and
discuss options.
Navroze function
We are extremely delighted and excited to announce
that we will be holding the Navroze Gala Luncheon at
The Grand Ballroom at The Epping Club.
After 2 years of COVID and having to cancel a few
events, we are all looking forward to an afternoon of fun
and festivities. This is also our chance to say a huge
thank you to our many volunteers who have for years
helped with the set up and pack down of our events .
This is an opportunity for them to enjoy their Navroze
with their families and friends.So ladies and gentleman,
get those garas and daglis ready, dust off those dancing
shoes and join us for a fun-filled afternoon. Please refer
to the flyer and the AZAwebsite www.aza.org.au for

further details and registration
In closing
There is a lot more we want to do to support the
community with events and giving you insights into the
running of the AZA. We want to build transparency
around the structure of the AZA – who is involved?
What are their roles? What are they responsible for? We
want to build transparency around our finances, and we
hope to share more on this in our next newsletter –
including our income and expenses, information on
donations etc. We also want to encourage more
memberships. We must find ways of engaging our youth
and building a desire in them to be part of the AZA –
both as members, but also as future management
committees!
Until next time…
Your Management Committee

Seeking Your Help to Preserve Our Legacy
Appeal from the Archives Sub-Committee 2022
Daraius Battiwala

Dear Members
Since 2018, we have been working towards digitizing
our paper records which, over the last 50 years, have
been stored in old filing cabinets, subject to
deterioration from climate and insects.
This project has been made possible because of Nadish
Naoroji’s expertise in this area.
We have also digitised other AZAmaterial through the
kindness of many individuals who had kept such
records. However, a lot is missing and we would like to
request you, dear Members, to search old boxes in
storage for any historical documents, be they AGM/

EGM minutes, Newsletters and Manashnis or any other
interesting articles/photos from 1970’s onwards in order
to build up a comprehensive history for future
generations.
We are a small community in a large multicultural
Australia and it is important to record our history while
the “First Arrivals” are still here to tell the tale. We are
now part of Australia’s history. And, just as on the Sub-
Continent, we will make our contribution far in excess
of our numbers to this land.
Please contact us at archives@aza-committee.org.au if
you are able to help us with this project.
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Membership Renewal
A new financial year is upon us and it is time
to renew your AZAMembership.
Thank you to all who have already renewed their
membership in the past few weeks. You should shortly
receive an email confirming your membership renewal.
If you haven't received an email, please contact the
Management Committee on committee@aza-
committee.org.au
All AZAmemberships are renewed for the financial
year (1 July - 30 June)
The management committee will be sending out
instructions along with a video on how to renew your
membership online. By moving to secure online
payments, members will have the ability to select auto-
renewals and will no longer have to remember
membership payment deadlines.
Members can update their family member details and
also view the AZA directory online.
For our dear seniors, we'll be there to assist you.

For your quick reference, please see fee structure as follows:
Life Member 30 x applicable category of Annual membership
Senior For individuals 65 years of age and over $25
Single For singles over 25 years of age $40
Family Membership For couples and families with children < 25 years of age $80
Outstation Residing outside Sydney Metro $25
Student Overseas students under 25 years of age $25

HSC High Achievement Award Applications
Every year the AZA presents the High Achievement
Award to a student who achieves the highest ATAR in
their HSC examinations. The shield for this award is
kindly donated by Hoomayun and Tirandaz Kermani
and we will be presenting the award at the Navroze
function in August.
This is a reminder for all financial members who have
completed their examinations in the year 2021 to submit

their results to
committee@aza-committee.org.au
if they wish to be considered for
the award.

An old song but relevant today
Young Ones sung by Cliff Richard in 1961 (modified in 2022)

Lyrics modified by Kersi Meher-Homji to welcome the new young
AZAManagement Committee members.
Committee members.
We’re young ones
Young Management Committee members
We’d love to serve the AZA community
While the Zoroastrian flame is strong
For we may not be young ones very long.

Tomorrow, why wait until tomorrow
’Coz tomorrow sometimes never comes
So let’s all get together now.

Once in every lifetime
Comes an opportunity like this
You need us
We need you, AZA lovers.
‘Coz young dreams should be dreamt together
With dreams of not so young.
Also young hearts shouldn’t be afraid
And some day when the years have flown
We’ll teach young ones of our own.
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Muktad Prayers at AZAHouse
A team of our Mobeds will be performing Muktad
Prayers at AZADarbe Meher on 6 out of 10 Muktad
days in August this year.
• Muktad prayers will start on the first day of Muktad

(Saturday 6th August) after setting up of ‘Karasyas’
(flower vases)

• There will be no prayers on the next four days from
7th to 10th August at AZADarbe Meher

• Muktad prayers will resume for each of the five
Gatha days from Thursday 11th to Monday
15th August

• Prayers will start at 10.30 AM on each day

• All Zoroastrians and their families – AZAmembers
or non-members - who wish to have Muktad prayers
for their departed relatives, are requested to:

• Submit the name of each departed relative in the
following format to Mithi Daver by email
(mithidaver@gmail.com) or call her on
0414 470 410

• Behdin or Osta/Osti/Ervad for the departed’s First
name, followed by

• Behdin or Osta/Osti/Ervad for the
individual’s father’s or husband’s First name

For example, Behdin Rustom, Behdin Shapur or Osta
Rustom Ervad Shapur.

Please complete names of departed in this Table and
return to Mithi Daver by email to
mithidaver@gmail.com

A charge of $50 will be levied for up to two departed
relatives’ names and $100 for a maximum of up to 6
names. All proceeds (after expenses for fruits and nuts)
will be donated to AZA. Please arrange to pay Mithi or
Pheroza Daruwalla in cash for the prayers and for
flowers on or before the first day of prayers i.e. Saturday
August 6.

Please ensure that your own karasyo/vase (labelled with
your name) is delivered to Mithi or Pheroza at AZA
Darbe Meher by 9 AM on 6th August. You must collect
the karasyo/vase or arrange to have it collected after
prayers conclude.

Departed’s Names First Name Father/Husband’s Name
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Carrom Tournament
12 June 2022
The carrom tournament was back this year at a brand
new venue, PlayPoint, in Seven Hills.
Members enjoyed a day of fun and the opportunity to
play on tournament standard carrom boards. Thank you
to the organisers Cyrus Pestonji, Jamshid Demehri &
Anya Panthaky.
Congratulations to the winners:
Group A =Advanced
Group B = Beginner/Intermediate

Group A single:
Winner: Kerfegar Parekh
Runner up: Jamshid Demehri
Group A doubles:
Winners: Tehmasp Parekh & Kerfegar Parekh
Runners up: Tim Desai & Homi Mirza
Group B single:
Winner: Villy Dhabhar
Runner up: Sharon Pestonji
Group B doubles:
Winners: Banoo Bengali & Villy Dhabhar
Runners Up: Sharon Pestonji & Shenaz Desai
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AZA&WZCCANetworking and Wine Event
18 May 2022
AZA & WZCCA jointly held a Business
Professionals Networking & Wine Night at
Forster Hall in Eastwood. The event was an
excellent opportunity for students,
professionals, entrepreneurs and mentors to
share their experiences and explore
opportunities for business development and
enriching careers.

Guest speakers for the event were Cyrus
Pestonji, Business and Sales Consultant and
Zubin Appoo, Chief Technology Officer.

A mix of attendees graced the evening, from
students to young professionals, individuals
pursuing PhDs, business owners, event
stylists, software programmers, aviation
professionals, creative arts professionals,
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musicians, marketing experts, engineers,
financial advisors, IT professionals, university
professors, engineers, event planners, sales
professionals and mentors.

All sponsorships offered by the WZCCA for
students were graciously accepted by
individuals keen to learn how to navigate the

overwhelming choice of career paths and
enrich their careers.

Julian Khursigara from Search Party Property -
Buyers Agents was magnanimous in offering a
generous sponsorship towards the event.
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Annual Jashan and Ghambar
16 May 2022
Wet weather predictions and a lurking fear of the event
turning into a Covid super spreader saw a spate of last-
minute cancellations from attendees this year.
Rather than pummel the Darbe Meher with a deluge of
rain, the rain gods decided to play nice and showered
their blessings on the AZA, allowing members to stay

dry pray together, enjoy a bellyful of delicious food and
catch up with friends.
Rarely in Australia can one draw upon the energy of 9
mobeds praying in unision at a jashan. We are fortunate
and grateful to enjoy the experience at the Darbe Meher
every year, and this year was no exception.
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Thank you to the following mobeds who prayed this
year:
Peshotan Katrak
Mayav Madon
Darian Shahlori
Marzban Katila
Farzaad Katrak
Percy Madon
Zahan Madon
Behzad Panthaky
Cherag Tadwalla
Following the Jashan, attendees treated themselves to
fresh & dry fruits, ravo and malido.
The jashan part completed, volunteers in the kitchen

were ready to serve a sumptuous meal of rice, dal,
kebabs and kachumbar.
Everyone had their fill and with ample food left over,
attendees took the opportunity to take home some food.
Ticket sales for the raffle draw were brisk and lucky
winners snapped up prizes donated by Rashna Govekar
from Ray White, Pundol & Naimi family of Bombay
Talkies, Zareer Reporter of Zareer’s Small Batch Pantry,
Pilloo & Spenta Naoroji and an anonymous donor.
Stalls were set up our enterprising members, giving the
community an opportunity to savour their wares and
take goodies home.

Thanks also to the volunteers who did a splendid job in
the kitchen as well as arranging chairs and putting them
away.
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Feature Interview – Farzana Khambatta
Chairperson of Wise Professional Network, Farzana
Khambatta is a top-10 finalist in the Women in
Hydrogen 50: "Rising Stars" Category for the Hydrogen
Economist.
She has led the charge in all areas of women and young
professional inclusion, empowerment, and success
throughout STEM, Oil and Gas, and now, the future of
Hydrogen.
Farzana has also made significant contributions to the
Zoroastrian community as you will learn from her
interview.
Let’s begin with a brief background about yourself.
Tell us about your childhood and your family.
I was born in Bombay, India and moved to Perth with
parents, Mahrukh and Firoz Pestonji and my younger
brother Arzan in the early 1990s. I am the eldest of 3
siblings and I have 2 younger brothers Arzan and
Shazan.
I had a lovely childhood and moving from India to Perth
when I was young was a big move for our family. There
were many changes to get used to. The language, the
people, the food, the culture, everything was different!
As children, we had plenty of adventures. One of my
favourite memories of growing up in Perth is our family
holidays. I remember going away to the south of WA
with my parents, brothers, and even my grandparents
when they had visited from Jhansi, India. My mum and
dad started a business, “Perth Maxi Charters &Aussie
Perth Tours” when I was in high school. On the
weekends and holidays, my brothers and I would help
assist them to operate the business, and I really enjoyed
being a part of our family business. Having
responsibilities and being involved in running the
family business has given us an opportunity to learn key
skillsets and taught us to think outside the box at a
young age (in our teens).
I have also been involved in various teams, clubs, and
activities. In high school, I was selected to be part of the
student leadership council and the college debating
team. I was also chosen to represent my school in a
student exchange program to the USA. In university, I
was part of various student bodies including DESI (the
Indian Student body) where I was the treasurer, as well
as being a part of a dance troupe that performed several
Bollywood dance and drama stage shows, to raise
money for various orphanages in India.
Fast forward a few years, I graduated from Curtin
University with a double degree in Chemical
Engineering and Commerce (Finance). Initially, I had
enrolled in chemical engineering because I liked
chemistry at school and I had always liked to learn
about how and why things worked - plus, my dad is a
mechanical engineer and worked for Godrej & Boyce.
My parents also had their own business called Mazda
Enterprises in India. My mum has a Bachelor of
Commerce and has worked both in India and for various
companies in Perth doing accounting and bookkeeping.
So, I decided to take on both engineering and
commerce. My brothers also ended up studying
engineering with double degrees.

After university, I started working for an engineering
consulting firm before I got married. My husband Ross
and I grew up in the same Parsi community in Perth. We
did not however hang out that much as kids, so I only
really got to know him when we were both in university
together and we started out as friends first. He was
finishing his Electronics and Communications
Engineering degree and I was starting mine.

What professional achievements are you most proud
of and what challenges did you overcome to achieve
them?
I am currently working as a Senior Consultant for
Worley in their Strategy &Advisory team, which I love,
as I get to be involved in developing Worley’s Energy
Transition projects. I have been working in the oil and
gas industry for 14+ years. My experience spans various
project design phases, from beginning concept through
to construction and operations support.
This year I was selected as one of 20 people to be part
of Worley’s Global “Future Leaders Program”. There
were over 225 people from all around the world who
had applied to be part of this year’s program.
I was also chosen from over 250 nominees in 5 different
categories to be named as one of the top 10 “Women in
Hydrogen” internationally. I travelled to London (June
2022), to participate in the awards event where we
celebrated the achievements of the winners.
I am also currently the Chairperson of WISE (Women in
Subsea Engineering & Energy) which is a not-for-profit
organisation run by volunteers that aim to achieve
gender equity by growing the profile of women in
STEM roles. Within Worley, I am also the co-chair of
Women of Worley (WoW) for the state. As a woman
from a STEM and technical background, I am
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passionate about promoting women in leadership and
STEM-based roles which is why I dedicate so much of
my time to these causes.
Finally, I am a mother of two children. My son is 8 and
my daughter is 5 - like any mother, I am very proud of
them! The balance between trying to juggle both a
successful professional and personal life is tough (but
also very satisfying). I must acknowledge and thank the
fantastic support system I have around me. I am grateful
to all my family who is ever ready to come to my aid
whenever I require it.

Can you share your daily routine and how you keep
focused?
My daily routine is hectic - it revolves around the kids,
work, and the house a typical “mum life” ha ha!
I work 32 hours a week (less than the normal full-time
40 hours) so that I can work school hours and I am able
to be there to do the school drop-offs and pickups for
my 2 kids. I don’t want my being a working mum to
disadvantage them and I try to be there to take them to
their various after-school activities. I then jump back
onto the computer once they are asleep to finish off both
my professional work as well as things that are required
for the committees I’m involved with.

How are you involved with the Zoroastrian
community in Perth?
Most recently, I was involved with the organisation of
11th WZC in Perth 2018. I was part of the core team
that ultimately made the final decisions as well as
leading various mini projects of my own such as social
media marketing and website creation, program
management and logistics, procurement of giveaways
and souvenirs, creation and editing of the Congress
Souvenir book, overall budgeting, and costings, as well
as being one of the 4 ladies who MC’ed the event over
the 3 days. For the Business Association of Western
Australia (BAWAZ) be given win the opportunity of
hosting the Congress in Perth was a big achievement
indeed, as this is the first time a World Zoroastrian
Congress was held in the southern hemisphere. I feel
very fortunate and will cherish being involved in this
historical undertaking as it was a fantastic event and all
those that attended agreed it was a huge success.
I was also involved in the 4th World Zoroastrian Youth
Congress 2007 in Melbourne, which was great fun,
although in saying, that I, unfortunately, didn’t get to
attend many of the actual talks and seminars as I was
helping assisting in the background. I was part of a
group of girls from Perth who made up the
entertainment sub-committee. The group worked for
about a year (or more) before the Youth Congress
meeting every month or so and we had planned,
budgeted, and thought of every aspect of the
entertainment part of the event!
I have also been a part of BAWAZ which was created in
2012 by my parents and 2 others, to cater to more
business-orientated aspects such as organizing industry
speaker sessions and engaging with like-minded
entrepreneurs and professionals.
Since both my parents (along with others) were

instrumental in starting and founding the Zoroastrian
Association of Western Australia (ZAWA) in 1997, I too
have been involved in ZAWA in one way or another
over the years as the association grew. I was also on the
ZAWA committee in 2010 before stepping down due to
working away from Perth.
I was also recently part of a team of Zoroastrians from
all over Australia and New Zealand that were trying to
create FEZAO (The Federation of Zoroastrian
Associations of Oceania). The aim of this federation
was to be an umbrella body to foster more open dialogs,
information sharing, and collaborations between the
various Zoroastrian organisations in the Oceania region.
Unfortunately, this idea has been shelved for the time
being. I hope that one day we can have our own
overarching federation in our region so that we can have
a combined voice like FEZANA and others.

Do you follow a regular prayer routine? How has
this helped?
I absolutely believe in the power of prayers! I do my
usual kusti prayers and I try to do the mushkil aasan
prayers. I believe in positivity and that one can manifest
what one desires. You must believe in yourself, work
hard, be positive, and be doing what you believe is the
right and just thing (i.e., not wanting to harm or hurt
anyone or anything) and you can achieve what you set
out to with the blessings of Ahura Mazda.

Do you have any hobbies and what is your favourite
form of relaxation?
My favourite form of relaxation these days is to read - I
love reading! I used to go to kickboxing too which was
good fun, but I haven’t been in a while! I also love
dancing, before I had kids, I would spend hours
practicing for dance shows with my friends. I also love
cooking/baking and spending time with my family and
friends.

What advice do you have for fellow Zoroastrians
who would like step outside their comfort zone and
reach the pinnacle in their chosen field?
My advice would be to:
• Set goals for yourself and then work smartly to get

to them and don’t be afraid of putting in the hard
yards.

• Put your hand up for new opportunities when they
arrive but don’t wait around for them. Try to make
opportunities occur and even if you don’t have all
the qualifications for the new role don’t be afraid to
try. Many of the times employers are looking for
attitude rather than aptitude as skills can be taught.

• Let your good work speak for you, but you must
also network and let others know what you have
accomplished or been a part of. I’m not saying to be
boastful or to blow your own trumpet, but you must
speak up for yourself and let your thoughts and
ideas be heard.

• Connect with people who you admire or those
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whose roles you would like to have someday. Ask
them how they have achieved their success and see
if you can learn from them. Don’t be afraid to go
and talk to people who you don’t normally work
with or those that have more senior titles than you
do. You can learn so much from their experiences
and they would know that you want to aspire to be
more.

• Seek out mentors that you can learn from and find
sponsors who will advocate on your behalf and
open doors for you. It is important to know the
difference between a mentor and a sponsor and you
need both!

• Be confident in your own skill and self. We all are
unique and different. We each have something to
bring to the table. As Zoroastrians, we have a linage
of ground breakers in nearly every field. Be proud
of your heritage and culture.

If you had one message for Zoroastrian youth, what
would it be?
I would say, you can do anything you put your mind to!
Do not let fear put doubt in your mind go for it, try, and
if you fail that is ok. Pick yourself up and try again, you
will succeed and when you do – help others to succeed
too!

AZACelebrates Nowrouz 2022 at the
Powerhouse Museum, Ultimo

The Australian Zoroastrian Association was invited to
celebrate Nowrouz at the Powerhouse Museum in
March 2022. This is the first time that the Association
was invited to participate.
The AZAwas honoured to open the program with an
explanation of the origins of Nowrouz from the
Zoroastrian religion by Dr Rustom Kanga and a brief
prayer by Ervad Percy Madon.
The United Nations recognised 21 March as the
International Day of Nowrouz in recognition of the
millions that celebrate the spring festival especially in
Central Asia. Nowrouz is an ancestral festivity marking
the first day of spring and the renewal of nature.
Celebrated for over 3000 years in the Balkans, the Black
Sea Basin, the Caucasus, Central Asia, and the Middle
East, it promotes peace and solidarity between
generations and within families, as well as
reconciliation and neighbourliness.
The program of events from 19 March to 2 April 2022,
highlighted the significance of Nowrouz among Iranian,

Uyghur, Kazakh and other cultures of greater Sydney
through talks, traditional folk music, classical music and
traditional dance, and poetry and storytelling. The
program included a traditional Persian New Year
Haftsin table setting in the Powerhouse café which also
offered a menu of Persian food.
The Persian community of Western Sydney, the
Consulate General of India Sydney and Swami
Vivekananda Cultural Centre Sydney, the Consulate
General of the Republic of Kazakhstan in Sydney,
Persian Film Festival Australia, Cadrys, the Iranian
Documentary and Experimental Film Center (DEFC),
and Institute for the Intellectual Development of
Children and Young Adults Iran, Silk Roads @ UNSW
also participated in the celebration.
The festival also included the Persian Film
Festival Australia www.persianfilmfestival.com, where
the Powerhouse celebrated the cinema of Iran and the
Persian-speaking world by showcasing some of the best
films from the past decade.

Haftsin Table at the Powerhouse Museum Nowrouz Celebration.
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The Vector 3 3D Printer – Part 1
Navroz Sethna
At the end of 2017 I completed the build of a do-it-
yourself 3D printer. This 3D printer is called the Vector
3 or V3 and was designed by Sebastian Conran
Associates (SCA) in the UK. The 3D printer was built
through a part works magazine collection that was
produced by Eaglemoss Publications, again from the
UK.
A 3D printer is a machine that takes in a thin filament of
plastic and then heats it up until it melts. The melted
plastic is then extruded out of a nozzle and onto a metal
plate. As the melted plastic is deposited on the metal
plate it cools and hardens to form a layer of plastic.
Then the next layer of the object is deposited on top of
this layer and this layer again cools and hardens. This
way an entire object can be built up layer by layer until
an entire object is produced.
The first 3D printer appeared around the year 1984 and
only relatively recently has this technology become
available to the general public at an affordable price. 3D
printing is an ‘additive manufacturing’ technology
which means that an object is built up layer by layer.
The Vector 3 uses a method called ‘fused deposition
modelling’ which involves taking material from a thin
filament, heating it up until it becomes semi-molten and
then extruding it through the printer’s nozzle. Each layer
of the material is heat-fused to the previous layer as it
cools.
3D printing is not a ‘one touch of a button’ technology.
Firstly, it takes a long time to produce a 3D print,
usually from around one hour to several hours. Before
producing a 3D print you need to do a lot of preparation
and adjustment to the machine you are using. When the
final 3D object is printed expect there to be some
imperfections. These will need to be removed or
covered up. Also, during the actual 3D printing process
things can sometimes go wrong so correct setup is vital.
All this in the end involves a lot of work.
The whole process of 3D printing involves two
components, namely hardware and software. In this
article we will look at the hardware used in a 3D printer.
In the next article I will explain a bit about the software
used.
The main hardware component that drives a 3D printer
is called a stepper motor. A stepper motor is a special
kind of electric motor that gives precise and accurate
movement when pulses of electricity are applied to it.
This allows for accurate movement and placement of
the printing nozzle during the 3D printing process. The
Vector 3 has been designed so that its printing nozzle
can move and print in all three dimensions (vertical, left
& right, in & out).
The object is printed on a flat metal plate called the
build plate. This metal plate is heated up by a heater
element before the printing of an object takes place.
This helps the object to stick to the build plate as it is
being printed.
How does a 3D printer melt down a string of filament
and then extrude it out onto the build plate? A string of
filament is fed into the top of the 3D printer head. Inside

the printer head is a toothed gear wheel that rotates
slowly in increments via a stepper motor. As the toothed
gear wheel rotates it grips the filament and pushes it
down a supply pipe and into a nozzle. Surrounding the
nozzle is a heater block unit, which heats up the nozzle
to a temperature in the range 180°C - 220°C. The actual
temperature is controlled by the software. When the

Side view of completed V3 printer.

Front view of completed V3 printer.
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nozzle reaches the required temperature, the melted
filament will ooze out of the nozzle. When an object is
being printed out the toothed gear wheel also rotates and
pushes the filament through the nozzle. The rate at
which the filament is laid down when an object is being
printed is called the feed rate. Again, this can be
controlled by software for the various stages of 3D
printing.
Inside the Vector 3 printer and most other 3D printers is
an electronic control board. The control board
essentially receives the data from a PC/laptop for the
object to be printed and then uses this data to control the
3D printer’s hardware to actually print out the object. At
the heart of the control board is a microcontroller (MCU
or C) chip. Amicrocontroller is an electronic device that
can control other devices. A typical MCU contains a
processor core, memory and programmable input and
output devices. Around the edges of the control board
are various connectors that allow the other parts of the
3D printer hardware to be wired to the control board.
These other parts include the stepper motors and limit
switches for the X, Y and Z axis, hood limit switch,
power switch, heaters, heat sensors and a USB
connector.
The Vector 3 3D printer comes with two types of
filament that are used for printing. One type of filament
is called PLA filament. PLA stands for Poly Lactic Acid.
PLA is a biodegradable plastic made from natural
products: corn starch and sugar. Objects printed with
PLA are hard, with a bright, shiny finish. PLA is not
good for printing objects that need to bend and be
flexible. A PLA filament needs to be heated to 200°C for
it to properly melt. The other type of filament is called
ABS filament. ABS stands for Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene. It’s a chemical based plastic – the same
material as LEGO® bricks. ABS is not biodegradable
but can be recycled. Objects printed with ABS are
strong and flexible. ABS is good for printing parts that
can be snapped and interlocked together. It is ideal for
parts that need to bend like a magnifier lens clip for an
iPhone camera. An ABS filament needs to be heated to
260°C for it to properly melt. Both PLA and ABS
belong to a group of materials known as thermoplastics.
3D printing is suitable only for one-off to low volume
production runs of simple to complex objects. This is
because 3D printing is slow as it can take a few hours to
a day to produce a quality product. This technology
does not require any expensive tooling but it comes at
the cost of economies of scale and speed.
Here are some of the things that can be built using a 3D
printer.
Medicine tablets, Textiles (clothes, footwear, shoes,
socks), Mechanical moving parts, Food stuffs, Micro
machinery, Cars, Human body parts, Prosthetics,
Dentistry Orthodontics, Aircraft, Bicycles, Pottery
(cups, plates, dinner ware), Bricks (construction),
Medical equipment (syringes, stethoscope), Museum
relics (archaeology), Small business, Jewellery and
Electronics

Inside view of completed V3 printer

A chess piece just printed by the V3 printer.

An example of a stepper motor.
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Vector 3 Technical Specifications
Single jet nozzle 0.40mm
Layer thickness: 0.1 ~ 0.40mm
Prints any object up to 140mm x 140mm x 135mm
Print speed: 10-100cm3/h
Printer weight: 9kg
Printer size: 400mm x 295mm x 365mm
Power requirements 220-240V 50-60Hz
Computer OS: Windows Vista+, Mac OSX 10.7+

In the next article I will explain the features of the
software used by the Vector 3 printer and also the basic
method of printing a 3D object. A toothed gear wheel.

A PLA filament reel.
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Members Column
Welcome to the World

Amaira
Langrana was
born on 28th
March 2022 in
Sydney. Proud
parents Meher
and Freddy
Langrana. Proud
grandparents Padma and Parvez
Langrana and Mithi and Jehangir
Daver.

Congratulations

Kyros Ghadiali
came first and
won a Gold medal
in Long Jump in
the 2022 Athletics National
Championships. He also represented
NSW in the state relay team (4th
runner) and won a silver medal for
the state. He came 7th in triple
jump.
Kersi Meher-Homji has been
awarded the Order of Australia
Medal (OAM) in the General
Division for services to the
multicultural community, and to
cricket in the Queen's Birthday
Honours list for 2022. Kersi has
worn many hats. As a virologist he
has done research on polio and
related viruses in India, pox group
of viruses at Sydney University and
on Hepatitis and Herpes viruses at
NSW Blood Bank, Sydney.

He is one of few individuals who
initiated the formation of the
Australian Zoroastrian Association,
NSW in Sydney in 1972. and edited
many issues of the Manashni
newsletter. He writes regularly for
The Indian Down Under e-paper
which brings Australia and India
together.

Kersi has written 16 books on
cricket (published in Australia)
including Cricket’s Great Families,
Cricket’s Great All-rounders, The
Waugh Twins, Parsi Cricket
Centenary, Nervous Nineties, Six
Appeal, From Bradman to Kohli
among others. I have contributed
feature articles in Times of India,
Illustrated Weekly of India,
Sportsweek, The Sydney Morning
Herald, Australian Cricket,
Cricketer, Wisden Cricket Monthly

among others.

Dr. Marlene Kanga has been made
an Officer (AO) in the General
Division, The Order of Australia in
the Queen's Birthday Honours list
for 2022. She had previously been
made a Member (AM) in the
General Division.

Garothman
Behest

Percy Manek Bulsara
passed away on
Tuesday 7 June 2022 in
Sydney, Australia.
Husband of Sanober
Bulsara, father of Shahrvin Balsara
and Simone Kasad. Father in Law of
Jenifar Balsara and Jimmy Erach
Kasad.
Grandfather of Baizan Balsara.
Brother of Khurshed Balsara of
Mumbai, India

Keki Irani passed away on 23 May
2022 in Sydney, Australia. Father of
Kaizad and Dinyar, father-in-law of
Dilshad and Natasha and
grandfather of Shaun, Zemina and
Ashton.

Pervaze Edulji Chowna passed
away on Friday 20th May 2022 in
Sydney. Husband of Gulu Chowna,
father of Adel & Zavera,
Grandfather of Marcus, Gizele,
Tiana, Sienna &Aaliyah, brother of
Jamshed Chowna & (Late) Rohinton
Chowna of Karachi

Change of
Address

Neveille, Binaisha
& Iyanah
Daruwalla
Address: 8 Roselea St, Glenwood
NSW 2768
Mobile: Binaisha 0402710521

Anya & Behzad Panthaky
Address: 30/3 Cavalry Grove,
Glenwood NSW 2768
Mobile: Behzad: 0421 791 271

Anya: 0431 120 973

Lines delivered with a
punch

Surosh Khurshed
I'm a nobody, nobody is perfect and
therefore I'm perfect.
I've got to sit down and work out
where I stand.
If I save time, when do I get it back?
Take my advice, I don't use it
anyway.
As I said before, I never repeat
myself.
Sometimes I need what only you can
provide: your absence.
Doesn't expecting the unexpected
make the unexpected become the
expected?
A bus station is where a bus stops. A
train station is where train stops. On
my desk, I have a workstation. What
more can I say!
If it's true that we are here to help
others, then, what exactly are the
others here for?
How come abbreviated is such a
long word?
Living on Earth may be expensive
but it includes an annual free trip
around the Sun.
Your future depends on your
dreams. So go to sleep!
Can you do anything that other
people can't? Sure..I can read my
handwriting.

It’s a puny world

Dedicated to the
connoisseurs of puns for
some pun fun

Farshid Khurshed
How does an attorney sleep?
First he lies on one side, then he lies
on the other side
Why aren’t jokes about
unemployed people funny?
Because none of them work!
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How do you make holy water?
You take some water & boil the hell
out of it.
Will glass coffins be a success?
Remains to be seen.
Two windmills are standing in a
wind farm.
One asks, “what’s your favorite kind
of music?”
The other says, “I’m a big metal
fan.”
Heard about the new restaurant
called Karma?
There’s no menu, you get what you
deserve.
I went to buy some camouflage
trousers yesterday…
but couldn't find any.
What do you call a bee that can’t
quite make up its mind?
Amaybe.
I tried to sue the airline for losing
my luggage.
I lost my case.
She had a photographic memory.
But never developed it.
Is it ignorance or apathy that's
destroying the world today?
I don't know and don't really care.
Which country’s capital has the
fastest-growing population?
Ireland of course. It’s *Dublin*
every day.
I used to be indecisive.
Now I'm not so sure.
Sleeping comes so naturally to me.
I can do it with my eyes closed.
What did the grape say when it
got stepped on?
Nothing. But it let out a little whine.
What do you call a very articulate
dinosaur with a good vocabulary?
AThesaurus, of course.

Garlic Chicken

Ingredients
• 1 kg cut chicken
• 15-17 cloves of garlic
• 2-3 green chili
• 1 tsp grated ginger
• 1 1/2 cups thinly sliced red

onion
• 1/4 cup yogurt
• 1/2 tbsp lemon juice
• 1/2 tsp turmeric (optional just

for colour)
• 6-8 whole cloves (optional)
• 2 whole cardamom (optional)
• 3 tbsp olive oil
• Salt to taste

Method
• Make a paste of ginger, chili and

about 10-12 cloves of garlic.
Mix it with yogurt and lemon
juice. Add a pinch of salt and
marinate the chicken with it.

• Let the chicken marinate for a
couple of hours.

• After the chicken is marinated
use a thick bottom skillet or pan
for cooking.

• Smash 5-6 cloves of garlic. If
you are using cloves and
cardamom along with garlic
throw it in the cool skillet. Pour
olive oil and turn the heat to
medium. Slow heating of the
pan infuses the olive oil
beautifully with the flavour of
garlic and cloves.

• When the oil is hot enough, add
onion. Let it sauté until golden.

• Add the marinated chicken. If

you are using turmeric, add that
too.

• Add salt when the chicken is
half cooked.

• Let it cook on medium low heat
stirring occasionally. Slow
cooking brings out all the
flavors (if you think your
chicken is taking longer, cover it
and cook by stirring
occasionally.)

• The chicken doesn’t have any
gravy and should be done in
20-30 minutes.

• Serve with rice or your choice
of bread or naan.

Chickpea Curry

Ingredients
• 1 tablespoon oil or ghee
• 1 small onion, diced
• 1 tablespoon Garam Masala
• 1 teaspoon cinnamon
• 1 teaspoon ground ginger
• 1 teaspoon ground turmeric
• ¼ cayenne pepper, optional,

omit for milder heat
• 1 teaspoon salt
• 2 tablespoons tomato paste
• 1 (14 oz) can coconut milk
• 1 (14 oz) can chickpeas, drained
• 1 lime, cut into wedges
• handful cilantro, chopped
• ¼ cup yogurt, optional, plain

dairy free or Greek

Method
• Heat the oil or ghee in a pot

over medium heat and add the
onions, sauteing until
translucent but not browning.

• Add the Garam Masala,
turmeric, ground ginger,
cinnamon, and cayenne, and stir
briefly toast the spices so they
become fragrant.

• Add the coconut milk, tomato
paste, and salt. Stir until the
tomato paste is completely
blended into the coconut milk,
then add the chickpeas.

• Cook over medium to med-low
heat, stirring frequently until the
sauce thickens to your liking –
10 or 15 minutes.

Recipes to Delight
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• Meanwhile, prepare your sides
(see serving suggestions).

• Serve the chickpea curry with a
squeeze of lime, a dollop of
yogurt (optional), and garnish
with plenty of cilantro.

Meygoo Polo (Persian
Prawn Rice)

Ingredients
• 200 grams shrimp
• 2 cups rice
• 1 large onion
• 4 tablespoon butter
• ½ teaspoon garlic powder
• ½ teaspoon different spices for

seasoning shrimp
• ½ teaspoon paprika
• Salt and black pepper as needed
• Brewed saffron as needed

Method
• Remove the black vein behind

the shrimp and wash the
shrimps.

• Pour shrimps into a suitable
bowl and brew paprika with 1
tablespoon of saffron.

• Add spices for seasoning fish,
garlic powder, salt, and black
pepper.

• Gently massage the ingredients
on the shrimp meat so that the
spices reach all parts.

• Cover the bowl containing
shrimp with cellophane and put
it in the refrigerator for 1 to 2
hours.

• Chop the onion into large pieces
and fry it in a pan with oil until
it turns golden.

• Add 1 tablespoon of saffron to
the onion.

• Fry the onions for another 1 or 2
minutes until mixed well with
the saffron. Take the onion out
of the pan, add a little oil, add
the shrimp to the pan, and fry
well until the shrimp are fried.

• Add the rest of the brewed
saffron and the fried onion to the
shrimps and fry them a little
until they are smooth

• Rice can be prepared with or
without dry dill. Soak the rice,
put a pot of water on the heat
until it boils.

• Add a little salt to the boiling
water, and add the soaked rice to
the pot.

• Rinse the rice when the outer
side of it is soft. Now pour a
little oil into a suitable pot and
put bread or sliced potatoes in
the bottom of the rice pot. Put
the lid on the pan and cook the
rice for about 45 minutes to an
hour.

• After cooking the rice, pour it
into a dish, place the fried
shrimp on the rice and serve.

Cauliflower and Potato
Curry

Ingredients
• Oil
• Cumin seeds
• One finely chopped onion
• Finely chopped ginger and

garlic
• Can of tomatoes
• Ground spice powders -

Coriander, cumin, turmeric,
black pepper, red chilli

• Small head of cauliflower,
which yields around 1 lb or
454g of cauliflower florets

• Potatoes
• Green chilli pepper use Thai (or

bird’s eye) chili or half of a
Serrano. Adjust this according to
heat preference

• Soy sauce (Optional)
• Garnish - Lemon or lime, garam

masala and chopped cilantro

Method
To chop cauliflower into florets:
1. First, remove the leaves of the

cauliflower and cut off the tough
stem at the bottom. Quarter the
cauliflower (cut in half and then
cut both sides in half). Then cut
out the thick stalk by making a
v-shape.

2. Chop the cauliflower florets into
small (around ~1-inch) florets. If
they’re larger, chop them into
halves or quarters.

Add the cumin seeds and onion and
sauté until the onions turn golden.
This is an essential component for
forming the base (or masala) of
many curries.
• Add the garlic and ginger and

continue to sauté so that the raw
smell disappears and the onions
deepen even more in colour.

• Once the onions are deeply
golden, add the tomatoes along
with the spice powders and salt.
(If you add the tomatoes too
early, the acid in the tomatoes
prevents the onions from
browning well).

• Fully cook the tomatoes here
until you can see the oil
separating from the curry.

• Add the potatoes, cauliflower,
and green chili pepper and stir-
fry to soften.

• Cover and allow the vegetables
to steam over low heat. After
cooking, if there’s moisture
from the vegetables left, sauté it
out.

• Garnish with soy sauce, garam
masala, and lemon juice, and
chopped cilantro.
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